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Abstract: Development of print journalism with its ‘positive and generative impact’ is central to 
dissemination of knowledge in the process of knowing and developing various theories and practices in 
architecture. Moreover, ‘the influence of other media on the transmission of architectural ideas’ can 
outweigh that of the experience of the buildings themselves. Since the way one communicates is the 
way that person thinks and speaks, language and linguistics influence print communication to a large 
extent. In a way, as language affects architectural production through expressed theories, created built 
forms affect discourseand the formation of new theories, establishing the power of print on the design in 
architecture. The paper exposes how architecture journalism, over the period of time, influenced the 
profession and architectural products. All over the globe, one can see new interpretations of 
architecture and rediscovery of traditional concepts and practices. Trends in vogue leave no culture 
anywhere uninfluenced; neither in eastern nor western. The research probes to understand the role and 
relevance of architectural journalism in facilitating the architectural expressions in all times. Further, the 
research identifies the products of journalism, and prioritizes the types of products such as dailies, 
magazines and professional journals which have influenced the designs and architectural products, and 
attempts to establish ‘how they do this’. The research critically evaluates the reporting, by way of design 
descriptions, context, position adopted by the reporter, use of graphics and images, and the readers of 
these journalistic productions. The paper also explores the strategies deployed by the publishers to get 
more readerships and to influence readers constructively, in an effort to generate a better model for 
communication. 
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1. Introduction 

Development of print journalism with its ‘positive and generative impact’ is central to dissemination 
of knowledge in the process of knowing and developing various theories and practices in architecture as 
we see in the world. Moreover, ‘the influence of other media on the transmission of architectural ideas’ 
can outweigh that of the experience of the buildings themselves. Since ‘the way one communicates is 
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the way that person thinks and speaks’, language and linguistics influence print communication to a 
large extent. In a way, as language affects architectural production through expressed theories 
disseminated through print and other forms of journalism, created built forms affect discourse and the 
formation of new theories, establishing the power of print on the design in architecture.  

 

It’s interesting to note that as development in philosophy and studies on human thinking developed, 
these had their ripples in communication, mostly through print. Invention and wide use of printing press 
has revolutionized the products of print and its penetration in the readers. This facilitated the spread of 
philosophical developments and thinking around the globe. Plurality of worldviews over a period of 
time, has replaced the Classic; single outlook. Post Modernism also meant the collapse of master 
narratives that were mostly the determinants of architecture and expressions. Throughout history, 
information unlimited and medium of use tends to depersonalize the theoretical and historical basis 
that have characterized the generation of architecture. The effects of the depersonalization are clearly 
visible over the period of development of architecture reaching its zenith in the Modern Architecture 
which is characterized by the slogan ‘less is more’. The relationship of ‘drawing’ to architecture is best 
described according to the traditional interpretation of this translation that ‘an architectural drawing is 
a graphic representation’ of an existing, or future building, the present modern and post-modern 
conditions of understanding. These translations states that, ‘buildings are representations of the 
drawings’ that preceded them (Hale 2000). While architectural concepts exist on a plane distinct from 
their embodiment in particular buildings that ‘built objects’ form just one component within a larger 
network of ‘architectural phenomena’; in concepts, writings, designs, digital form and the like, as in the 
case of the documentation in print of the Barcelona Pavilion, designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and 
built in 1929 for the international exposition, which was later removed, but it’s write-up stands alive 
making probably better experience to the readers in later times. So is the ‘Deconstructivist Architecture’ 
which had tremendous impact on the production of architecture in late nineties, testifies to the fact that 
‘the influence of other media on the transmission of architectural ideas can outweigh that of the 
experience of the buildings themselves’. A positive appreciation of the power of print and media in the 
context of the new fluency of ideas would certainly establish that media event is also a valid component 
of reality and sometimes it assumes more validity than the real itself (Baudrillard 1995). This ‘collision’ 
between imagination and experience is a prime factor in the understanding of architecture. The role of 
theory in today’s context is quite different from a methodology as to ‘how to make better buildings’. On 
the contrary, since a ‘society gets an architecture it deserves, theory primarily in print, shall strive to 
influence society and create conditions conducive for an even more critical architecture to bloom’. In this 
respect, ‘architecture is a powerful means of communication’ over and above its space and shelter 
functions. 

 

Plurality of worldviews, has replaced the Classic; single outlook while Post Modernism also meant the 
collapse of master narratives. Designer’s thoughts, however, are influenced to a great extent by the 
communication and its efficacy; be it theory or narratives. Possibly, in the contemporary world, 
‘communication in society has fragmented’ into ‘language-games’ which also has its natural reflection in 
the ‘architectural chaos’ and plurality; having systems of rules and conventions that might apply to 
interpretation according to the particular context of enquiry (Lyotard and ois 1993). In a way, as 
language affects architectural production through expressed theories in print, created built forms affect 
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discourse and the formation of new theories, establishing the power of print on the design in 
architecture. 

 

2. Divine to ‘Learned’ 

The notion that ‘numbers hold the key to harmony and beauty’ is questioned by Prerrault through his 

book ‘Ordonnance for the Five Kinds of Columns’, (1683) in which he set out a once-and-for-all number 

system, by averaging the dimensions put forward by others. The result of which reduced the dominance 

of proportion and its basis from ‘God-given’ to ‘Learned’ standards, which has tremendous impact on 

the production of architecture which shifted from ‘arbitrary divine’ Vitruvian prescriptions to the 

‘convenient and technologically based’ architecture. This could be seen as the establishment of what 

Bacon had achieved for the growth of the sciences in England, Rene Descartes achieved in France and 

his Discourse on Method and the Meditations, published in 1637and 1641, grew out of a similar 

reforming objective which is described in his book ‘Discourse on the Method of Rightly Conducting the 

Reason and Seeking Truth in the Sciences’. Intent of both was providing ‘instruments’ for the mind, to 

assist in its quest for a clear comprehension of the world, uncompromised by tradition and received 

conventions. This process involved transcending the body and the messy ‘confusion’ of perceptual 

experience in order to avoid the ‘illusions’ of the realm of the senses and understand the reality behind 

mere appearance. His method was to start by questioning his assumptions and reconstructing all 

knowledge from a foundation of certainty1. The method of separation of the ‘reasoning mind’ from the 

uncertainties of the crude, ‘feeling’ of body provided Descartes an initiation point for the production of 

a new system of knowledge (Hale 2000). The reflection of the self-conscious, thinking mind is seen 

manifest in the world of expressions and materials.  

3. Architect: A unique creator 

The new grounding on the techniques of spatial description and the mechanistic explanation of natural 
phenomena gave rise to the dawn of new ‘sciences’ during later years. As Michel Foucault has described 
in his book ‘The Order of Things’ (Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences 
1994), the eighteenth century saw an expansion in research and classification that went a long way to 
fulfilling Francis Bacon's great vision. The rebirth and renewal of a new architecture, based on rational 
principles rather than the divine, was a result of the unique search for certainty that Descartes had 
initiated and, in response to Hegel's prognosis of the ‘demise of architect as artist’, and the ‘entry of 
engineer into profession’ to take a vital part in this role. This change required to be reflected in the 
pedagogy and teaching of architecture basically expressed through print and other media of expression. 

                                                                 
1
Thus, as our senses deceive us at times, I was ready to suppose that nothing was at all the way our senses 

represented them to be...But I soon noticed that while I thus wished to think everything false, it was necessarily 
true that I who thought so, was something. Since this truth, I think therefore I am, was so firm and assured that all 
the most extravagant suppositions of the skeptics were unable to shake it; I judged that I could safely accept it as 
the first principle of the philosophy I was seeking. 
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While academics still reliant on printed matter; be it theory or practice, there is no scope to 
underestimate the importance of print in the production of architects and architecture. Architecture of 
contemporary times calls for interactive technology, building automation, sustainability, 
reinterpretation of traditional values and techniques; an array of subjects, which means the pedagogy 
and subjects shall have a definite inclusion of modern science and technology, behavioral studies, 
performance evaluation, cultural wisdom and different tools of expression like the design and 
presentation software, 2-D and 3-D modelling techniques, national and international standards, codes, 
laws of contract, and regulations. Here, as an architect resolves the issue of form making, through the 
resolution of ‘tension that exist among the considerations’ which could to some extent be solved by the 
mathematical process of determination of hierarchies, in the end architect is left with no choice but ‘to 
be a creator’ who ‘uniquely resolves’ the ‘tension that exist among various aspects and considerations’ 
and the need for being ‘unique and beautiful; both in form and performance’.  

4. Philosophical developments  

The attainment of architecture is achieved through three distinct Hegelian phases as the ‘spirit of the 
age’ (Zeitgeist) played its creative role. In the spirit's gradual movement towards self-consciousness, 
religion assumes an intermediate stage, beyond the primitive's blind struggle for physical survival and 
prior to the ‘absolute knowledge’ of philosophy and science. In this stage Hegel suggests a three-stage 
process. The first phase of ‘natural religion’ which involves the worship of landscape features such as 
mountains, trees and springs. Then is the ‘religion of art’ which belongs to a further phase of 
development, where societies like ancient Greeks that made images of gods, as well as expressing their 
theology through architecture and ritual. Third phase of religion has a ‘transcending of the physical 
world and a movement away from the expression of beliefs embodied in works of art’. In this stage spirit 
comes to understand itself in a much more abstract way, then religion is believed to be contained in the 
revelations or ‘words of the gods’. Then on as the further stage in history, science and philosophy take 
over; the spirit in Hegel's system then becomes ‘transparent’ to itself as it ceases to rely on the support 
of images to express its understanding, since the ‘tools of abstract thought’ have taken over that role. 
Evidently, the importance of art is reduced, as Hegel claims ‘it is now irrelevant’ to the course of human 
progresses. This ‘idealist’ stand is arrived by distinguishing between the form of a work of art and its 
content, or idea, and thereby ‘separating what is symbolized’ from the medium of its expression (Hale 
2000). This separation has brought importance to print over art or sculpture in dissemination of 
knowledge that contributes to progress. 
 
Hegel tried to establish a hierarchical sequence which is his version of the development of art. He argues 
that it is from architecture and sculpture, the two most ‘physical’ of media that the progressive 
development to more abstract disciplines of painting, music and poetry happened. While poetry is the 
least dependent on sensory stimulation and is capable of expressing the most complex ideas, sculpture 
is seen as rather basic and clumsy, and only ‘suitable for the notions of a more primitive culture’. Hegel's 
relentless progression required poetry in its turn to give way to science of reason, as he moves on to 
explain the world (Hegel 1953). As metaphors and allusions give way to hard facts, the process of history 
is declared complete. The proposed system assigns architecture to the realm of the distant past and 
later art historians have had to respond to this troublesome positioning. The reaction has taken two 
different forms, with the splitting of engineering. 
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In 1800s ‘the influence of other media on the transmission of architectural ideas could outweigh that of 
the experience of the buildings themselves’, in 1960 Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, took up Hegel's challenge 
to the foundations of architecture. As the eclecticism of the time and the debates about style 
threatened to confirm Hegel's forecast of doom, Viollet stood by in favor of the continued importance of 
‘architecture as a technical’, rather than an expressive, endeavor. It is Hegel's periodising that partly  
 
brought forth the nineteenth century revivals of historical styles. Confusion that followed had 
accelerated Viollet's search for ‘timeless’ principles, beyond the distractions of symbols and 
meanings(Viollet 1987). Most writers of his time were interested in the ‘universal history’ from the 
origins of architecture in the ‘primitive hut’.  Hegel had been interested in ‘what buildings meant’, while 
Viollet simply concentrated on ‘how they were built’. All previous architecture was presented as rational, 
with arguments which emphasized on function and economy. All throughout the history of architecture 
the fundamental principle at work is the ‘application of reason to the satisfaction of needs’. It is this 
definite stand that substantiated Viollet's case for architecture as a science and saved it from its fate as 
a ‘historical curiosity’. It was this principle which later has been applied in making use of new materials 
and advances in science and technology. Development and use of printed language facilitated the 
emergence of new thoughts from mental constructs that result from abstract letters; the vehicles of 
abstract thoughts that contributes to growth and development. 
 

5. Philosophy of History and Building as Engineering 

A powerful myth of progress that caused a rift in the culture of architecture was brought-in by the 
‘philosophy of history’ which positioned in the view that ‘science will eventually explain all natural 
phenomena with new technologies’ to do all human needs. While the fact does not conform to this view 
it brought-in the reduction of architecture; ‘design of buildings, to a sub-set of engineering’ controlled 
by economic and physical forces. The general search for certainty and respectability in the age of reason 
formed the ‘deterministic view’ in architecture which subjected design to ‘scientific methodology’. 
Further, the view propagated an understanding that ‘good buildings will happen automatically’, 
provided the requirements are systematically analyzed, appropriate technologies and materials are used 
(Hale 2000). Bauhaus school too stressed this notion that ‘good design will always be pleasing and 
efficient’. Postmodernism and history, offer an alternative position which supports the status of 
architecture as cultural not just a technical, activity. Even the ‘black box’ approach to design 
methodology corroborates the same view that ‘design is much more than technicalities involved’ in it. 
Hegel's system of ideas considered art as defunct, because it ceased to contribute to the progression of 
human knowledge production. Likewise French philosopher Auguste Comte has contributed to 
‘positivism’ physical and social sciences2. Thomas Khun in his book ‘The Structure of Scientific 
Revolutions’ (Kuhn 1970) proposes a pattern which recurs in the history of science, where experimental 
data fail to fit within an established framework or ‘paradigm’ is what controls the scope of research 
specific to a period as well as predicting the likely outcome of a series of experiments of normal science, 
involving generation of experimental data for a particular paradigm.  
 

                                                                 
2
Auguste Comte claimed that progress was a steady and linear development involving the gradual 

accumulation of experimental data that would eventually account for all phenomena within a single unified system. 
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Needless to state that the technological advancements in printing technology with sharper and speedier 
printing, image printing and color printing simply enlarged the limits of influence and trend generation 
through print. The advent of stylebooks and various products of print like magazines, pamphlets and 
brochures enhanced the influence of print over its readers. Exhibitions as a new trend brought forth the 
possibilities of the use of print to a wider section of readers and potential clients. It is needless to state 
that the rich, the powerful and the aristocracy maintained their power and influence over the built 
environments through the use of print in various forms. A noticeable shift in paradigm is brought forth 
with the arrival of marketing and advertisement to enhance the visibility and influence over potential 
buyers and clients. As the advertisement strategies changed, it also brought-in the issue of 
accountability and ethics. The more designed are the strategies, the better is the power of print over its 
readers and their choices. 
 
A specific study on a house of print ‘Malayala Manorama’ over a period of more than fifty years reveals 
the influence, growth, power to generate a trend and development potentials that lie within the printed 
communication. They have demonstrated the power of print in generating waves of new trends in low-
cost housing, preservation of heritage, use of traditional wisdom and acceptance of architecture and 
architects per se to the general public, potential clients and change makers. In order to achieve these 
great goals, Malayala Manorama; a major publishing house in Kerala, has dedicated its publications by 
way of consistent articles, special issues, discussions by experts, seminars and their reporting, conducting 
exhibitions and offering the necessary patronage to art and architecture. The net effect has culminated 
in generating a new trend in ‘low-cost housing’, ‘right attitude towards preservation of architectural and 
cultural heritage’, promoting of traditional wisdom ‘VastuVidya’ and ‘curtailing of unhealthy practices’ in 
the practice of the same through reporting of discussions with experts and also by bringing out articles 
and scientific studies to its readers.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It is important to state that by these efforts, Government of Kerala is convinced to begin a new mission 
in low-cost housing and technology by initiating training and production centers; ‘Nirmithi Kendra’, in 
every district of Kerala state. Moreover, two architects are recognized and honored by the Nation by 

  

Figure 1: Ar. Laurie Baker Centre for 
Development studies hostel with brick jalley walls 
(Baker, Houses of Laurie Baker 2016). 

Figure 2: Laurie Baker on site with 
his workforce (Baker, Building Design 
2012). 
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conferring ‘Padmasree’ by the Government of India; namely Ar. L. W. Baker (Figure 1&2) and Ar. 
Shankar G. 
 

6. Case Study  

Detailed analysis of Malayala Manorama publications are done to understand the frequency, nature 

and the details of strategy they have employed to generate new trends in the State. It remains a fact 

that print and other media on the transmission of architectural ideas can outweigh that of the 

experience of the buildings themselves. Although one cannot neglect the power of multimedia and 

Internet in the communication of knowledge and development, such communication media are beyond 

the scope of this research. 

 7. Conclusion 

Development of print journalism with its ‘positive and generative impact’ is central to dissemination of 

knowledge in the process of knowing and developing various theories and practices in architecture as 

we see in the world. Moreover, ‘the influence of other media on the transmission of architectural ideas’ 

can outweigh that of the experience of the buildings themselves. Since ‘the way one communicates is 

the way that person thinks and speaks’, language and linguistics influence print communication to a 

large extent. As language affects architectural production through expressed theories disseminated 

through print and other forms of journalism, created built forms affect discourse and the formation of 

new theories, establishing the power of print on the learning and practice. As an architect resolves the 

issue of form making, through the resolution of ‘tension that exist among the considerations’ which 

could to some extent be solved by the mathematical process of determination of hierarchies. However, 

in the end architect is left with no choice but to be a creator who ‘uniquely resolves’ the ‘tension that 

exist among various aspects and considerations’ and the need for being ‘unique and beautiful; both in 

form and performance’. Needless to state, that the technological advancements in printing technology 

enlarged the limits of influence and trend generation through print. The advent of stylebooks and 

various products of print like Magazines, Pamphlets and brochures enhanced the influence of print over 

its readers. Exhibitions as a new trend brought forth the possibilities of the use of print to a wider 

section of readers and potential clients. It is needless to state that the rich, the powerful and the 

aristocracy maintained their power and influence over the built environments through the use of print 

in various forms. A shift in paradigm is brought forth with the arrival of marketing and advertisement to 

enhance the visibility and influence over potential buyers and clients. As the advertisement strategies 

changed, it also brought-in the issue of accountability and ethics. The more designed are the strategies, 

the better are the power of print over its readers. A specific case study on ‘Malayala Manorama’ over a 

period of more than fifty years reveals the influence, growth, power to generate a trend and 

development potentials that lie within the printed communication. They have demonstrated the power 

of print in generating waves of new trends in low-cost housing, preservation of heritage, use of 

traditional wisdom and acceptance of architecture and architects per se to the general public, potential 

clients and change makers. 
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